A Matter of Pride
 
	It was inconceivable.
	There were times in his life when he had doubted his worth; when he had wondered if the world would be better off if he just dropped dead. This was ironic, considering dragons weren’t exactly at the top of the popularity list at the time. He wasn’t even a particularly aggressive dragon. He hunted for his food, and once in a while engaged in a little plundering but he was not the scourge of God people had claimed dragons to be. He was very humble. His treasure stash was laughable by most Draconic standards, but still enough for the occasional knight or foolish plunderer to attempt to relieve him of it. Those days were few. Now, however, the great reptile had a very big issue that was costing him his self-esteem.
	Allergies.
	He was a dragon, damn it. Dragons did NOT get sick. They are invulnerable! They are lords of their domain! They are NOT subject to petty sicknesses or overactive immune responses like Humans! It’s just wrong!
	Yet this particular dragon was sitting in his cave, sneezing his head off because a few stupid flowers had bloomed and decided to send their sperm straight into his place of solace, where they decided to find a nice, moist resting place inside his nostrils. That was just fucking fantastic!
	It was hard enough for him to hunt without the constant irritation. But now, it was all but impossible. Needless to say, he was pissed. All he had managed was a few sheep, mainly because his frequent nasal explosions torched them so they were incapable of fleeing. He had resorted to eating the few carcasses that lie around the harsh mountain terrain, which barely gave him sustenance. He was hungry almost always.
	Another tickle set him off. A loud HHHAAAHHHCHOOO!!!  that was accompanied by a large stream of red-orange flame shooting from his nostrils. His eyes were blurry from tearing so much. His sneezes were no longer purely singular, as they had been early on.  No, now he was getting into fits of 4, 5, even 6 sneezes at once. It made him dizzy.
	Speaking of which…
	“HHHHAAAACHOOOO!!! *sniff* HHYAAACHOOO!!!”
	Two more sneezes. Both made him feel like his eyeballs were losing grip and about to fall out of the socket. He had to be careful that none of his precious artifacts were damaged. Of course, his sneezing was nigh uncontrollable so he really just had to make sure he was in the right place at the right time. Otherwise…
	“HHHUUnnnHHnn…”
	Oh, no…
	“HHHAAAAA-CCCHHH!!!!”
	He sneezed hard into his claws. He had just barely missed scorching an invaluable tapestry that he’d managed to keep all these years. The sudden jerk at his expulsion made his wings flap erratically, which caused a cloud of dust to rise from the age-covered valuables in his cave. The dragon noticed this and backed away, but going outside wasn’t an option. The grass was out there, which was unspeakably worse than a little dust. So the dragon did what he could. He flapped his wings, trying to get the looming cloud away from him. In the enclosed space, it just blew apart, much of it going into the confused dragon’s face. His nostrils flared slightly as the dust came in contact.
	“Aaahh…hhaaAAAHHH…” 
	It felt like a fire was burning itself into his nose. The tickle was becoming much stronger very quickly, yet was also very stubborn. 
	“HHAAAHH…YYYAAAAAAHHHHH…HHH…”
	The dragon’s breathing was erratic as his breath hitched with the growing sneeze. It was just not coming out, and the feeling had by now gone above and beyond to cause maximum irritation. The dragon’s eyes were watering again, so the cave was now a mix of blurred pixels that were not even recognizable as being solid. 
	“AAAAAHHHH…HHH…HHAAAAAHHHH…” 
	It wasn’t coming out.
	“HHH…HHH…HHHHHHUHHH…”
	This was insane. This was just maddening. The damn thing would not come out! What now? The dragon’s breathing was still hitching like it had been before, but more subdued. Yet his nose was still irritated, and by now was starting to run like crazy. He wiped his nose with a claw, but the brief physical contact intensified the tickle so much that the dragon winced. Goddamn! This thing needs to get out!
	Desperate times call for desperate measures. The dragon blinked several times to clear his eyes and ran over to his treasure stash, impeded slightly by his forceful inhalations. When he reached it, he delicately picked up a phoenix feather and brought it toward his nose. Hesitating for a second, he slowly brought it into his left nostril in an attempt to force the brewing sneeze out.  It lightly brushed against the wall of his nose, which sparked the fire again. He was shaking from the tickle but wouldn’t give. Slowly he twirled the feather, until he couldn’t take any more. He was about to let the feather drop, but he suddenly gave a loud snort and the feather went straight into his nose and stayed there.
	But it worked.
	“HHAAAAAHHHH…HHHAAAAAHHHHH…HHHHYYYAAHAAAAAAAAAAAAA….”
	And then…
	“CHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!”
	The sneeze blew the dragon backwards a few yards and engulfed the cave in flame. He landed heavily on the cold stone floor. He looked up, and sniffed a few times, before realizing he had started something he could not stop.
	The dragon was cursing internally, as he sneezed again several times, damn near flaming some Alexandrian scrolls he had managed to pillage. The feather was doing pretty well, but in the ensuing fit it was drawn deeper into his nostril and was irritating him like hell.
	“HHUHH-HHYYUUCCCHH!!!! HHHH-IIHHCCCHH!!! HHCCHH!!!”
	Oh, fuck me. Now what? How am I gonna – “HHHAACHOOO!!!” hunt, terrorize or even sleep like this? Of all the bad things that could happen…and now I’ve gone and aggravated it some more. Son of a bitch…”HHUUHHCHH!!! HHUHHCCCHH!! HHHAAACCHHOOOO!!!!”
	Had there been a spectator, the scene presented would be quite amusing. The 60 foot long bronze dragon with wings that carried it to heights even the most seasoned mountaineer could not reach was at the mercy of his own sneezes. Not that anyone would hang around a sneezing dragon for very long. 
	The resulting flames shot across the cave and dismembered a few stalagmites. The dragon, disoriented as he was, with his eyes watering and head spinning, noticed this. He had never been able to reach that kind of distance before. Maybe this could be used somehow…
	“HHHH, HHUUHHH... HHHHHYAAACHOOOO!!!” the dragon sneezed again. He rubbed his nose with a claw and thought mildly, this might be fun. He then stifled a few (“HHHKKSSHH!!!”) sneezes and turned to the mouth of the cave, facing the wilderness outside
Thankfully there were not many people around. People just got in the way of things. The dragon did respect them for their knowledge and progress, but the way things were going they were going to bring themselves to extinction either by warfare or collapsing under the weight of their own egos. So far, the former seemed the most likely. The dragon himself seemed to be the cause of many disputes. Not only did he have the wealth of several kings stored away, his hide and fangs and numerous other parts of his body could be sold a miracle cures for many diseases.
	A tickle in the dragon’s nose brought him out of his little reflection. He snorted, flame backing up into his throat. He coughed roughly, and this was followed by a loud “HHHKKKKTTSSSHHHH!!”  The feather was still stuck in his nose, so he breathed only through his mouth. The feeling wouldn’t completely go away; his eyes were streaming almost continuously.  But, if he used his increased torching range to his advantage, then he would have no problem in terms of food for a while. 
		Goats hung around the general vicinity. They weren’t particularly hard to catch, so those were the dragon’s target. He spread his wings, and after a few rough starts (“HHHHYYIICCHH!!! HHHHHUHHIHHCHOOO!!!”) managed to stay airborne.  After about a minute he spotted a small grassy area where some of the aforementioned animals were grazing. There were few males. Normally this would have been more than enough, as any human dimwitted enough to come near would be subject to a swift smack on the ass. With dragons, this wasn’t a problem. In these times, they were the apex predator.
	The dragon landed carefully. His prey became agitated. They pawed at the ground, looking at their immediate surroundings to find the threat they knew was there. The dragon knew they would flee if he didn’t do this carefully, and he was in no shape to pursue anything for a long period of time. He was somewhat crouched behind a large boulder and with wings folded more or less was invisible. Wind was blowing away from his so he didn’t have to worry about his scent being carried away either. 
	There were only two ways out of the clearing. One was behind the dragon. Two was a pass that led down to the more fertile areas below. That was the target. So…
	The dragon sniffed hard. The feather was jarred loose for a second and brushed around in his nasal cavity. The dragon bit his tongue. The feeling was harsh, and his body wanted the intruder out. 
	“HHHHH! HHHUUH!!!” 
	The dragon swore internally and covered his mouth. He lowered his head a little more so that it was almost touching the ground, and fought to contain himself. 
	“HHGGH!!! HHH, HH-HHH HHHUHHHGGHHH!!!” 
	For the most part, the sound was muffled. It wasn’t loud enough to scare the goats off, so the dragon inched a little further out from behind the rock, still careful of his position. He was hitching very quickly now, as the sneeze tried to throw itself out but, unable to, retreated to further tantalize the dragon’s senses. The feeling made him shake a little, so he dug his claws into the ground to steady himself, keeping one paw over his mouth. 
	“HhhHHH, HHH, HHHHHHHHH!!!”
	Little more….
	“HHHHHHH, HHHUHHHH!!! HHHHHHHHUUUHHHHH!!!”
	And…now!
	The dragon took his paw from his mouth at the very moment a roar of a sneeze blasted out from him.
	“HHHHUHHHHHHUUHHHHHAAAAAAAAACCCHHOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!”
	A blast of flame shot from his mouth, covering the distance to the other side easily. His prey were instantly made aware of his presence, and as such, freaked. The fire started to spread, so the dragon quickly grabbed a few younger ones and flew off, making slow progress as he had a small midair sneezing fit



